Why Faculty Still Don’t Want to Teach Online
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At nearly all colleges and universities, online education is almost never mentioned in academic rules that judge
faculty members and determine if they advance. If you teach online, you may do it for extra compensation -- called
“overload,” pay above your basic salary -- or for the personal satisfaction of participating in what some believe is the
next stage in the evolution of higher education. But teaching online may not be a wise move to further your
academic career.
Teaching online can even be a dangerous career move, departing from the comfortable respectability of
conventional classrooms for the exotic, suspicious digital world. In the hierarchy of status, if you teach online, do you
compromise your position? Will your commitment to scholarship be questioned? Why would you go online when
your future depends on publishing results of your research, not engaging in virtual instruction?
In fact, academic departments at some colleges and universities even strongly discourage young faculty from
teaching online. It's considered a distraction from your career objectives, while teaching on campus is not only
viewed as part of a commitment to a full professional life but also required as the first step in climbing the academic
hierarchy. Quality on-campus teaching may contribute to your rise in the ranks but rarely, if ever, does online
instruction.
For the most part, that’s because many faculty members still don’t have a very high opinion of online education.
According to research conducted by my colleague John Vivolo, director of online and virtual learning at New York
University’s Tandon School of Engineering, about why some faculty members are reluctant to teach online, more
than half of Tandon faculty members surveyed believe that virtual instruction offers little interaction with and among
students. On the whole, they think the quality of online courses is not as good as on-campus ones.
Most studies of faculty attitudes confirm those findings, especially the belief that online content is inferior. A 2012
comprehensive literature survey by Steven A. Lloyd, Michelle M. Byrne and Tami S. McCoy concluded that most
professors believe digital education is not nearly as effective as classroom instruction because virtual instructors do
not exchange visual cues with students.
Not surprisingly, the data showed that older and higher-ranking faculty members exhibit the least support for online
education. The literature survey also uncovered the troubling fact that professors with the deepest resistance are
those with the least familiarity with digital instruction. Conversely, the more faculty members know about online
education, the less they reject it. But since most faculty members have little or no experience with virtual education,
resistance is widespread.
In a number of other studies, faculty members also express serious concerns about the lack of institutional
commitment -- chief among them poor technical and pedagogical support. At some colleges and universities, faculty
members are given an access code to their online class and sent into virtual space entirely without preparation.
Faculty members who teach online also say they are inadequately compensated for the time it takes to migrate
courses from on-campus classrooms to online ones. Moreover, they worry about institutional ownership of their
intellectual property, as they often can’t take the virtual course that they developed at one higher education
institution to another.
Finally, one of the largest roadblocks to pursuing online teaching is faculty fear of losing control. Except in rare cases
of team teaching, faculty members enter classrooms on the campus entirely on their own. They prepare their syllabi,
devise slides and hand out assignments all by themselves. What they teach and how they teach it is almost totally in
their hands. What happens in the classroom is under their authority. But online, the autonomy of the instructor is
threatened. Because digital instruction requires technical and pedagogical support from sophisticated
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videographers, instructional designers and other personnel, faculty join as members of a pedagogical team rather
than operating as autonomous instructors. Anything might happen.
The case against online education is not, in fact, without merit. In the hands of underfunded and poorly managed
public and private institutions, online learning often delivers mediocre education at best. If those failures represent
the sum of online education, then faculty members who reject it have every reason not only to be suspicious of it but
also to discredit it.
Disruption
That said, online education is here to stay and will probably significantly proliferate in the coming months and years.
Dogged by falling enrollments, rising tuition and unsupportable student debt, colleges and universities are under
pressure to find new ways to dig themselves out of their economic troubles. For many institutions, online education
looks like a good candidate to reverse those intractable trends. Trustees and state Legislatures imagine that digital
learning is not only an agent of change but also offers the potential to lower costs and increase enrollment.
For colleges and universities with limited resources, digital classes can deliver enormous benefits. Online courses
require relatively few resources -- merely faculty members and students in virtual space. Other than compensating
online instructors and installing technical infrastructure, nearly all other expenses -- apart from websites, recruitment
and managing student applications and acceptance -- fall away. Compared with the enormous sums needed to run
a giant campus, launching classes online is trivial.
Thus, new online programs are expanding rapidly, and colleges and universities must populate digital courses with
reluctant faculty members. At many institutions, professors are under pressure to adapt, to acquiesce to university
demands to teach online.
Moreover, as digital education enters the mainstream, more online and on-campus professors are offering courses
in conventional classrooms to residential students and delivering the same class in virtual space to distance
learners at the same university during the same semester. The division between online and on campus is rapidly
disappearing, and, at some institutions, technology has penetrated the classroom so deeply that the distinction will
soon be obsolete.
Meanwhile, the fact is that solid research over many years has failed to support the overwhelming negative attitudes
that most faculty members hold toward virtual learning. Studies that have investigated effectiveness, retention and
achievement by and large concluded that virtual instruction can be as good, or better, than on-campus teaching.
Indeed, a massive U.S. Department of Education review of the literature showed that students taking online classes
performed modestly better than their peers studying on campus.
Results of online graduate programs at NYU Tandon School of Engineering confirm the clear benefits of virtual
education. Online student data at the school often show superior outcomes when compared with the nation’s oncampus science and engineering master’s students, with 96 percent of the school’s online students completing their
online courses and 89 percent of online master’s students earning their graduate degrees in three years. And when
comparing students’ grades online with on-campus classes, they are startlingly the same, semester after semester.
In response to such emerging evidence, growing numbers of formerly resistant professors at colleges and
universities across the country are coming around to online education. At a small technical school in New Jersey, a
serious scholar -- revered for the depth of his research achievements and who for many years was among the most
opposed to virtual education -- made an about-face. He not only accepted online instruction, but he emerged as a
champion of it. Soon after his conversion, faculty resistance at the institution began to crumble. Introduction of new
converts accelerated, climbing higher and higher, until nearly all faculty became believers. In the end, 90 percent of
the faculty members were teaching online.
These and other faculty members have realized that the battle should not be fought between brick-and-mortar and
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new digital space but between old and new ways of teaching -- those that encourage more interaction among
students and instructors.
False Dichotomy
Recognition is growing in academe that the best on-campus faculty members are best online, too. Online faculty
must be as generous as those on campus with their students -- devoted to students and their success and giving
serious thought to devising compelling ways to teach. To be an exemplary teacher, in either virtual or physical space,
you must enter the minds of your students, recognizing the struggle each confronts, remembering your own trials as
a student. The best professors commonly love what they do and often love their students, eager to do what’s best
for them -- no different online than on campuses. Cynical ones who disparage their students are not cut out for it,
whether they teach virtually or in the classroom.
Indeed, online technology demands far greater instructional insights. If you go online, the effort to rethink how you
will present your content and reassemble your syllabus requires serious commitment, especially if you must now
become a student yourself to learn how to be proficient at navigating software -- a skill that requires you to be adept
at things that may come more naturally to your students. You must enter the virtual classroom sympathetically,
recognizing that virtual space requires the professor to be accommodating with remote students who may find the
online environment alienating at first. You must find innovate ways to engage students whom you can neither see
nor hear.
“Migrating a course from lecture to active learning format is as much work as developing a brand new course,” notes
Ryan Craig in Wired (Craig, 2014). Most of us might conclude that online education merely requires that colleges
and universities replicate the physical classroom in digital space. It turns out, however, that online learning is not
simply the result of introducing technical means to migrate the campus experience online. Going online is like
moving to a foreign country, where you must learn a new language and assimilate a new culture.
To gain insights into what online learning is all about, a good first step would be to contact your institution’s online
learning unit. Chances are they’ll be delighted to take you on a virtual tour of how an online class works, especially
how instructors encourage peer-to-peer interaction and teamwork. Probably the easiest and best way to get a feel
for it is to go online yourself and take an online class in a field that intrigues you. You can enroll in a massive open
online college course at Coursera or edX or take a how-to class at Khan Academy. For young faculty, overcoming
prejudices against online instruction in your department is tougher. It may require that you propose online courses
as a good way to reach out to disabled and other students unable to come to campus. Once people see the
benefits, their resistance to it may fade and support may grow, as in the case of the technical college in New Jersey
that I described.
The strengths of online education emerge from new conceptual approaches in teaching and learning. In dismissing it
for its dependence on technology, opponents overlook crucial elements that make digital education transformative -an entirely new way of teaching with new methods of engaging students. In the long run, neither the guardians of the
campus nor the champions of the digital revolution will claim victory. Already, the educational battleground is
populated by faculty members who accept that neither physical nor virtual education will triumph but rather the best
pedagogical practices that support active student learning.
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